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Rights Sold:

The time leading up to the very first day of school seen through the eyes of a bubbly 
protagonist.

Paolina can’t wait for her first day at school – until she finds out that her very best friend Ben won’t be 
allowed to start school with her. That’s not fair! Ben already has a missing tooth, a school bag, and so 
many genius ideas. It’s not his fault that he’s so energetic and his ideas sometimes turn out a bit 
messy. Starting school without him? Paolina won’t let that happen! Immediately, she is making a very 
secret plan …
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Creative People:

 Patricia Schröder, born in 1960, lives with her husband and a Author:
handfull of animals on Eiderstedt. The founder of the first reader concept Erst 
ich ein Stück, dann du is a qualified fabric designer, but she loves making up 
stories even more than inventing patterns for sofas and cuddly toy clothes. So 
she gave up her old job and has been successfully publishing novels for 
children and young adults for many years.

 Susanne Göhlich was born in 1972 in Jena. She started designing Illustrator:
posters and drawing her own stories during her art history studies in Leipzig. 
Nowadays, she illustrates numerous children’s books, draws for magazines, 
and designs posters. She loves developing new characters the most, so she 
now also writes and illustrates her own picture books. She lives with her 
family in Leipzig.


